Summary of changes for BHDS guide version 3.0 and
3.1
1. DCR Investigation: [Code 21 Referred for hold (under RCW 71.05 on April 1, 2018) ] was removed and
should no longer be used – this removal was not done, and corrected in 3.1
2. Corrected effective date on the cover page from 4/1/2020 to 1/1/2020.
3. Corrected errors with SMI/SED formatting, it should be under the Client Profile and not Service Episode.
4. Added clarification on the Provider NPI to submit billing unless specified
5. Added clarification in the Provider One Situational Loop in Appendix F to include the DOH link
6. Added place holder for the new MCR transaction (this may be either 1 or two transactions)
7. Removed Access to Care standards references
8. Added a new source reference for Source of Income/Support for definitions
9. Added HCA logo to the cover page
10. Changed some of the lengths to accommodate data
11. Error messages added
12. Fixed numbering on transactions to match
13. Updated table of contents
14. Updated dates (update date, and possible publish dates
15. Adding Authorization Guidance in BHDS – added Appendix K for guidance attachments
16. Block grant none apply
17. Specifying the various effective date, & Add section to explain various effective dates
18. Correct language to remove optional from guide, and clarify optional now, but may be required later
19. Add to change history section
20. Language changes to the Authorization transaction details
21. Update all references for DSM prior version to DSM V
22. Updated frequency explanation
23. Pregnant and Parenting – Must submit but use unknown if it is specifies not required for MH or other
treatments
24. Clarification on differences for optional in the summary of transactions vs direction for required in the
element itself. For all options that are required for the transaction, but is not required use the selection not
collected if available, and unknown if the not collected option is not available.
25. Added end date to the Crisis Response Transaction, and added all draft MCR language
26. Changed order of details to match the submission table in the Co-occurring in the summary
27. Update all publish dates
28. ERD updated
29. Additional information on facility submission
30. Changes to remove DSHS references
31. Added note and changes to Service and Program ID referrals to make them consistent
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